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Only a very small number of innovations in healthcare are ultimately market proof. Most innovations
fail because they do not serve an actual market. Different models are available to provide guidance in
the development phase of a novel therapy. One of these models is the V model, which was created to
align development with stakeholders and to improve efficiency of development cycle. The alignment with
stakeholders helps to insure the innovation matches the actual market. The models is very functional in
pure technical and digital innovation, however the medical innovation is complex and not fully covered by
this model. The novel V+ model introduce an additional layer to the V model, thereby covering all aspects
of development in the medical landscape.
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Ideas for Med Tech concepts are widely available, however, only a very small number of
these are ultimately market proof. The main reason for lack of success is the complexity of the
total development process, spanning the range from an idea to a reimbursed device. Different
models are available to provide guidance in this non-linear and iterative process [1-3].
However, often the intended innovation does not serve an actual market [4].We believe that a
dedicated model-focused on stakeholder requirements and validation of these requirementsis essential in order to overcome the mismatch between the projected and the actual market.

One of the available models to structure project management is the V-model [5]. The core
of this model consists of the stakeholder requirements, represented on the top left side (Figure
1). The V-model demonstrates the relationships between each part of the development life
cycle and its associated phase of testing. The horizontal axis represents project completeness
(left-to-right) and the vertical axis represents the level of abstraction (top-to-bottom). All
design elements and tests must be traceable to one or more system requirements and every
requirement must be addressed by at least one design element and acceptance test. This
method is fully in line with the FDA [6].

Figure 1: The V+ model.
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Originally this model was used for software development. In
this review we propose a method designed for medical (device)
development: the V+ model. The V+ model introduces an additional
layer at the input and at the output end of the V Figure 1. On the
top-left, or input side, the additional layer is the problem definition.
Especially in the medical field where not all (physical) mechanisms
are known, thesis a key element for the initiation of an innovation.
On top-right side, or output side, of the “V” the clinical approval
and reimbursement are added: the working device needs to
be applicable to the market with the complex regulatory-and
reimbursement systems.

Both the unknown (physiological) mechanism and the
complexity of regulatory- and reimbursement systems, makes the
medical innovations more prone to failure. Keeping these additional
pitfalls in mind during the whole development process, improves
the likelihood of success. This article describes the application of
the additional elements (i.e. problem definition on the one site
and clinical approval and reimbursement on the other site of the
V). Furthermore, it details the stakeholder requirements and preclinical testing, which are crucial in the Med Tech development
and differ from the software development, where the model was
originally used.

Problem definition

In the V+ model, the problem definition is the first phase in
the development cycle where the problem that needs to be solved
needs to be fully understood and the intended use needs to be
clearly defined. Both the definition of the problem and the intended
use are inputs for the clinical acceptance and reimbursement,
which should be considered already at this early stage. In order
to fully comprehend the problem in the medical field, we need to
take into account different (patho-) physiological mechanisms,
anatomical structures, bio-chemical behaviour, indications and
contra-indications. Understanding all these aspects is extremely
important, since these are important input variables for how the
device will be used in the clinical environment. This links directly
to the clinical acceptance and reimbursement.

The intended use is not only the starting point for CE and
FDA certification, but is also a key input variable for the next
development stages. The intended use maybe preventive or curative
therapy, improvement of quality of life by reduction of symptoms or
by increasing survival. All have a different approach and may have
different stakeholders.

Stakeholder requirements

The stakeholder requirements are understood from
the stakeholders’ perspective. This phase involves detailed
communication with all stakeholders to understand their
expectations and exact requirements. This is a very important
activity that needs to be carefully managed, as most of the
stakeholders are not sure about the exact requirements. The preclinical test definition is also started at this stage as stakeholder
requirements can be used as an input for pre-clinical testing.
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The healthcare sector is a complex landscape of stakeholders
with different interests and their own specific requirements. To
identify all stakeholders and entities that are involved is important,
and one has to bear in mind that in healthcare the user is most
often not the buyer nor the ‘end’ customer. This complicates the
product development in de medical field, where a clinician looks
at usability and effectiveness, the hospital looks at reimbursement
of the technology and the insurance company looks at pricing and
available – cheaper – alternatives. It is important to understand
the needs and expectations of all the different stakeholders in
determining the final product [7]. The most common stakeholder
groups in the healthcare sector are detailed below.

Central clinical requirements: Risk-benefit ratio

For a therapy to be used it needs to be effective and safe: the
effectiveness (benefit) for the patient needs to outweigh the risks
of using the product/therapy. When a therapy improves survival,
especially when no alternative options are available, the tolerance
for complications is much higher (e.g. bone marrow transplants [8].
However, when a therapy is merely supportive or palliative (pain
killer [9]), the tolerance for risks is very narrow.

Patient

In all cases where shared decision making is possible, patients
will try to find an optimal balance between increased chances of
survival, improvement of quality of life, invasiveness, side effects,
non-stigmatizing appearance and costs. The latter is very much
dependent on the specific local insurance situation of each patient
or each patient group.

Medical staff

Medical staff is always looking for the best possible treatment
for their patients. The best treatment consists of high effectiveness
and low complication rates in combination with the ease of use.
Preferably, an innovation needs to fit in the existing workflow.
Although medical staff is highly trained, medical errors are still
among the most common causes of death in the western world [10].
Therefore, new therapies need to be as straightforward as possible
as this increases the uptake and predictability and minimizes errors
and complications.

Hospital

Even when doctors and patients are enthusiastic about a novel
therapy, it is up to the hospitals’ discretion to use or not to use it.
This occurs often in negotiation with the insurance companies,
since the latter eventually pay for the novel therapy. The hospital
needs to balance the demand of the medical staff with the supply or
allowance of the government or insurance company.
Additionally, a hospital needs to take their whole staff into
account (technical-, nursing-, IT- and medical staff). All need to
be trained to execute or support certain therapies. With the high
workload in the current clinical setting and with the increasing risk
for burn out of medical staff [11], the prospect of a new therapy
resulting in a decreasing workload will be an important factor for
therapy adoption.
Copyright © Daniel van Dort
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Insurance company
Healthcare is uniquely organized per region. The decision for
an insurance company to reimburse a therapy is complex and often
involves a political discussion. In general, for an insurance company
a therapy needs to make a significant impact on healthcare against
an acceptable cost. A tool to assess the effectiveness of a therapy
is the quality adjusted life year, which calculates the effect of a
therapy on survival or the quality of life (QUALY) in the same life
span. Overall in the western world there is currently an arbitrary
standard for how much a QUALY can cost [12].

Pre-clinical testing

Pre-clinical: Pre-clinical (often in-vivo) testing is associated
with the stakeholder requirement analysis phase and involves
testing of the product in an environment that is as close as possible
to the user environment. Pre-clinical tests uncover issues related
to the use of the device or therapy in a user environment, which- in
view of the multivariable nature of pre-clinical/in-vivo studies-is a
critical step in the development. In these studies, it is important to
take as many variables into account as possible, without losing focus
on the intended use. Experienced research centres and involvement
of key opinion leaders who have performed similar studies will help
to identify and interpret the important and sometimes unexpected
outcomes.
Clinical approval: Clinical approval is associated with the
problem definition phase and involves clinical and safety tests,
certifications and ultimately guideline acceptance.

Clinical tests: Clinical tests/first in man testing is an important
milestone in medical device development. Before starting clinical
testing, the novel therapy/device needs to be proven safe and
effective on the bench and in pre-clinical testing [13], which is in
line with the V+ model. For successful clinical tests, it is important
to select an experienced environment and an operator who has
experience with the field of interest and preferably has already
extensive experience with similar clinical studies. This operator is
usually a key stakeholder who has been identified at the start of
the project and has been actively involved throughout the whole
development process. Furthermore, in de medical field patient
selection is critical. This is directly linked to the problem-definition
phase, in which the problem was described (identifying e.g.
indications and contra-indications) and in which the intended use
was defined.
CE-FDA: Regulatory approval is interlinked with the clinical
tests as described above. This means that clinical tests cannot start
until certain safety tests – defined by the regulatory bodies have
been approved – and at the same time positive results of clinical
tests are needed for regulatory approval. Regulatory approval is
organized per region and is needed in all the countries where the
devices are to be used. Since the biggest market medical device
market is in de US and Europe, approval by the FDA and CE,
respectively, are of most interest for device development. CE and
FDA use different classes to indicate the invasiveness of the therapy
(From class I to non-invasive to class III long term implantable
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device). For class II and III devices, the certificates are granted by
notified bodies, which assess the conformity of certain products
before being placed on the market. The process to obtain regulatory
approval is extensive and should be planned as early as possible
[14]. Several current developments do not make this process any
easier. Currently, in Europe a new Medical Device Directive is
being introduced and even the Brexit may have implications for
device development, increasing the overall lead time for regulatory
approval. At the same time, the FDA is taking steps to improve
the implication of new technologies by breakthrough approval
decreasing the time to market for new technologies.

Guideline acceptance: Medical decision making is driven by
proven effectiveness, with the gold standard being a randomized
controlled (preferably double-blinded) study. When therapies
or devices are proven to be effective, and superior to standard
treatment, or serving an unmet clinical need, they are incorporated
in the guidelines. When a therapy makes it to the guidelines the
medical staffs is very likely to use that therapy. An example of the
guideline for treatment in acute and chronic heart failure can be
found in the list of references [15].
Reimbursement: Reimbursement is associated with the
problem definition phase and comes after the clinical approval.
Medical equipment is notoriously expensive. The pricing is based
on an expensive and risky development trajectory and extensive
safety procedures. As a result of the very high pricing of medical
equipment, typically only reimbursed procedures and devices
are used (with exceptions for specific indications). To gain
reimbursement there are different challenges ahead, especially
for devices [16] and gene- tissue engineering pathways [17]. The
most logical pathway is to use an existing reimbursement of a
competitive device. More challenging for new therapies is when
there are no comparable devices and no reimbursement exists.
New reimbursement codes must be allocated by the governing
agency. To do so, additional evidence is needed on top of the normal
regulatory requirements. In general, reimbursement systems work
with a code for a specific therapy or device. For the code there is
a certain amount of capital available. These amounts are adjusted
according to the market development. For example, insurance
companies will look at the cost effectiveness of a therapy and
the availability of less expensive alternatives. When the cost
effectiveness is lower, the reimbursement decreases accordingly.
Different reimbursement systems for each country add another
layer of complexity to development in the medical field [18].

Conclusion

The advantage of the V-Model method is that it is very easy to
understand and apply. At the same time, the medical field has a
complex landscape where (physical) mechanisms should be taken
into account as well as the market with the complex regulatoryand reimbursement systems. Therefore, the V+ model has been
presented. The V+ model introduces an additional layer to the V
model thereby covering the need to take all aspects of the medical
landscape into account during the whole development cycle. Figure
Copyright © Daniel van Dort
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1 shows The V+ model. Blue reflects the old V model. On the left
side it starts with stakeholders and goes down to implementation.
From implementation to the right side is de testing. Red resembles
the added medical layer. Where on the left side problem definition
precedes the stakeholder requirements. Problem definition
includes all defining layers of the medical field, such as anatomy
and pathophysiology. On the right side the clinical testing and
reimbursement add a layer to the implementation and testing of
the innovation. The horizontal part of the V+ model reflects the
feedback loop of the verification and validation.
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